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“If science is to bring benefits instead of death, we must bring to bear upon

social, and especially international, organization intelligence of the same high

order that has enabled us to discover the structure of the atom. To do this

effectively, we must free ourselves from the domination of ancient shibboleths

and think freely, fearlessly, and rationally about the new and appalling

problems with which the human race is confronted by its conquest of scientific

power.”

Bertrand Russell
“The Bomb and Civilization”
August 1945

Six decades after the fateful first atomic detonation in the desolate

desertscape of Alamagordo, New Mexico, the world remains haunted by

nuclear risks and dangers. It is now five decades since Bertrand Russell and

Albert Einstein issued their famous appeal for a new way of thinking that fully

recognizes the grave dangers raised by nuclear weapons. In 1955, a mere decade

into the nuclear age, they were driven by a fear that the full implications of the

nuclear revolution were not truly understood by publics or by national leaders.

The Russell-Einstein Manifesto is most fundamentally an urgent warning, issued

by some of the finest scientific minds of the day, that war between nuclear-armed

states would be destructive beyond human experience, that such a war could call

into view “the risk of universal death.” The existence of this profound, species-

threatening danger, they urged, called for an equally profound revolution in inter-

national politics. If the face of such peril, even eliminating nuclear weapons,

though a useful and desirable step, would not be enough; weapons could, after
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all, be recreated in times of war. The only truly effective answer to the nuclear

danger is the renunciation of war as an instrument of state policy.1

“Shall we put an end to the human race; or shall mankind renounce war?”

So the Russell-Einstein Manifesto famously asked in 1955, putting before the

global public the “stark, dreadful, and inescapable” dilemma facing modern

mankind in the era of thermonuclear weapons. The signatories of the Russell-

Einstein manifesto believed that the choice was clear: if the magnitude of the

peril were properly understood, it would be both necessary and possible to

achieve the required revolution in world affairs. Half a century later, we know

that this appeal failed. Nuclear weapons have not been eliminated. War has not

been renounced. The desired revolution in international politics has not occurred.

Though individuals the world over may have been frightened and inspired by

the Russell-Einstein Manifesto, leaders and policymakers neither heeded the

warning nor accepted the policy recommendations. On the contrary, the lead-

ing powers embraced rather than repudiated nuclear weapons, raced to accu-

mulate arms rather than eliminate them, invested heavily in planning how to

fight nuclear wars rather than regarding nuclear war as unacceptable, and

continued to fight wars rather than renounce war. 

Albert Einstein died shortly after signing the manifesto, so one can only imag-

ine how he might have responded to the prodigious nuclear arsenals, numbering

tens of thousands of weapons, that were built during the Cold War and how he

might have viewed the persistence of armed conflict in the nuclear age. Bertrand

Russell, however, left behind an extraordinary short final essay (written several

years before his death at 97 in 1970), titled simply “1967,” in which he judged

harshly both the failure of the world to refashion international politics and his

own contributions to world peace.2 His diagnosis of the challenge posed by the

nuclear revolution remained unwavering to the end: “Modern weapons make it

practically certain that the next serious war will exterminate the human race.”

In this judgment he remained faithful to the Russell-Einstein Manifesto. He

was no longer so hopeful, however, that there would be significant progress in

achieving the recommendations of the Manifesto. Appraising his own life, he

concluded – perhaps ungenerously – that he had done “sadly little in view of

the magnitude of the evil.” Looking unflinchingly at the state of the world, he

lamented that “very little” had been done to adapt the world to the nuclear dan-

ger. Nearly forty years later, Russell’s assessment remains apt: the world has not

pursued the course recommended by the Russell-Einstein manifesto.

The warning was unheeded and the recommendations were spurned. And yet,

the worst fears have not been realized and the worst dangers have not material-

ized. It is certainly possible to characterize the decades since the Russell-Einstein
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Manifesto as a treacherous passage through fifty dangerous years. Incontestably,

there were moments of acute crisis. Nevertheless, the nuclear order that emerged

contained, even if it did not eliminate, the nuclear danger. Nuclear weapons

and their perils were managed in a world very different from that proposed in

the Russell-Einstein manifesto. What has been accomplished? What problems

remain? Where do we stand? Half a century after the signing of the Russell-

Einstein Manifesto, this is an appropriate moment to take stock of the nuclear

realities that confront us. In broad terms, the record of the last fifty years is mixed,

with notable accomplishments and notable setbacks and shortcomings. Trends

in recent years, however, offer a disappointing and disturbing picture, raising

concerns that highlight what is probably the most profound lesson of the Rus-

sell-Einstein Manifesto: the need for eternal vigilance in addressing the dangers

associated with nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Credits

It should not be forgotten that the nuclear balance sheet over these decades is

not wholly negative. Indeed, in some important respects, the record is much bet-

ter than predicted by the Russell-Einstein Manifesto.

First, and most fundamentally, nuclear use has been avoided since the bomb-

ings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August of 1945. This is a huge and deci-

sively important accomplishment, one that was by no means inevitable, one that

tends to be overlooked and underrated. If we must live in a nuclear-armed world,

then preventing the use of these weapons and promoting a norm of non-use is

the essential minimum goal, so far successfully achieved. The emergence of a

taboo against nuclear use, contrary to the expectations of many in the early years

of the nuclear age who believed that nuclear weapons would become “conven-

tionalized,” is an important feature of the international landscape, one to be

valued and nurtured.3

Second, war among great powers – what Russell surely meant in referring

to “the next serious war” – has come to seem remote. Even in the mature Cold

War period, war between the Soviet Union and the United States seemed unlike-

ly, despite the intense global competition between them. Since the end of the

Cold War, the likelihood of a major war seems to have receded still further.

Among one group of formerly warring major powers – those of western Europe

– war is now said to be unthinkable. No conflict between powerful states seems

anywhere near a flashpoint today. And the United States – the lone superpow-

er in this unipolar world – has no clear enemy, only potential rivals none of

whom can truly compete with it in the realm of conventional military power.
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States and leaders have not renounced war, but at least among the great pow-

ers war has been avoided for six decades and appears unlikely. This has surely

been a significant factor in keeping the nuclear peace.

Third, many believe (though not all would agree) that nuclear weapons them-

selves have helped to keep the peace. Through the mechanism of mutual deter-

rence, nuclear weapons have introduced an element of sobriety and caution in

relations between nuclear-armed rivals. The risks and potential costs of major

war are so great in a world of nuclear weapons that the benefit of avoiding such

war is unambiguously enormous and apparent even to adventurous or bellicose

leaders. The ominous warnings of the Russell-Einstein Manifesto about the pos-

sibly cataclysmic consequences of nuclear war can only have reinforced the per-

ception that nuclear war involved unacceptable dangers. If nuclear weapons

arsenals are to exist, it is certainly desirable that they reinforce peace and dis-

courage reckless behavior. 

Fourth, the spread of nuclear weapons to additional states has been unex-

pectedly limited. The fears articulated in the early years of the nuclear age about

the emergence of numerous nuclear-armed states have not come to pass. Instead

there has arisen a regime built around the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty

(NPT) that commands almost universal allegiance among the nearly 200 states

in the international system. Dozens of states could possess nuclear weapons

today. Instead, remarkably, nearly every state in the system has pledged in a

legally binding way to forsake nuclear weapons. 

Fifth, arms control has been established as an instrument of statecraft in the

management of nuclear affairs. This was an approach that scarcely existed prior

to the nuclear age and took years to take root even after the arrival of the nuclear

weapon. The several decades beginning with the Limited Test Ban Treaty of

1963 might be said to be the golden age of arms control. Negotiations were a

regular feature of nuclear diplomacy. Agreements were reached, rules estab-

lished, and practices developed that enabled even bitter antagonists like the Sovi-

et Union and the United States to regulate their nuclear relationship and to

engage in a surprising degree of uneasy but meaningful collaborative manage-

ment of the nuclear balance. A network of multilateral arms control measures,

including an extensive web of nuclear weapon free zones as well as the NPT,

effectively denuclearized much of the planet. At the time of the Russell-Einstein

Manifesto, there existed neither serious arms control processes nor any mean-

ingful arms control frameworks to constrain nuclear forces and address nuclear

dangers. It was by no means evident at that time that it would prove possible to

build restraint into the system by negotiating limits and prohibitions and by

engaging in various forms of security cooperation. Though arms control has
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often been controversial and has never been universally supported, it appears

to be one of the significant and constructive innovations of the nuclear age –

one that has contributed to holding at bay the worst scenarios envisioned by the

signers of the Russell-Einstein Manifesto.

Finally, there have been a number of successes in coping with nuclear chal-

lenges. Over the past fifty years, a number of states have abandoned nuclear

weapons programs before building weapons. South Africa acquired nuclear

weapons but gave them up. States of the former Soviet Union inherited nuclear

weapons when the USSR collapsed, but in every case (Russia excepted) relin-

quished the weapons on their territories and joined the NPT as non-weapons

states. From the perspective of the long term management of the global nuclear

order, it is highly desirable that states can and do come to the conclusion that

the possession of nuclear weapons is neither necessary nor desirable.

Compared to the bleak fears expressed by the Russell-Einstein Manifesto,

the record since 1955 contains a number of significant reassuring elements. The

ghastly nuclear disaster has not happened, nuclear weapons have not been used

in anger, conflict has been limited and contained, the spread of nuclear weapons

has been quite extremely slow and modest, the rise of arms control has intro-

duced an element of management and regulation in nuclear affairs, and there

have been a number of successes along the way. It is easy to become preoccu-

pied with nightmares and negatives and to lose sight of the more hopeful dimen-

sions of the big picture. Humankind has survived six decades of the nuclear age

without disaster.4

Nuclear Debits

The record of the past, however, in no way guarantees a safe future. Despite the

significant elements on the positive side of the nuclear balance sheet, nuclear

perils remain and the current nuclear agenda is overpopulated with worrying

problems. It is possible that a survey of the past could lead to the conclusion

that a durable and reliably effective framework for managing nuclear weapons

and nuclear dangers had been achieved. No sober assessment today would arrive

at that conclusion. Rather, there is a wide belief that the global nuclear order

is deteriorating, that the mechanisms and instruments employed in the past to

manage the nuclear problem – negotiations, agreements, norms and institutions

– are being undermined, ignored, abandoned, or rendered ineffective. At the

same time, there has been no retreat from nuclear weapons in the policies of

nuclear powers and the appetite for nuclear weapons still exists among some

other states.
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What are the grounds for fear about the nuclear future? Five broad sets of

concerns cloud the horizon.

First, far from retreating from and marginalizing nuclear weapons, the largest

nuclear powers have in fact re-committed themselves to nuclear weapons.5 Their

nuclear addiction appears as potent as ever. Though many from both ends of

the political spectrum believe that nuclear weapons should be devalued in the

aftermath of the Cold War6, in fact both Russia and the United States have reaf-

firmed the centrality of nuclear weapons in their security policies. Both envision

the retention of nuclear weapons for the long run – indeed, for the indefinite

future. They have been outspoken in asserting that nuclear weapons are not

merely useful, but essential, in their security postures. Both adhere to doc-

trines that retain the articulated option of first use of nuclear weapons. When

in the mid-1990s, the International Court of Justice was considering

the international legal status of nuclear weapons, the nuclear

weapons states (led in particular by the United States) were adamant

in insisting that nuclear weapons are legal and legitimate instruments

of national policy. All this despite the end of the political rivalry that

justified their nuclear postures in the first place.

Thus, the case for nuclear weapons continues to be made – in both

word and deed – by the largest nuclear powers. If nuclear weapons

are legal, legitimate and moral, if they confer enormous security ben-

efits, if they are essential to the defense arrangements of even the

largest and most powerful states, then why should all others forsake

them forever? If nuclear weapons remain a central currency of world

power, if they continue to be regarded as the ticket to the high table

of international politics, why won’t other states be tempted to seek

this power and this status for themselves? The re-embrace of nuclear weapons

by the United States and Russia sends a powerful message about the alleged ben-

eficial effects of nuclear acquisition and makes it harder to press a compelling

case against the acquisition of nuclear weapons by other states.7 Nuclear weapons

have not receded to the margins of international politics – but so long as they

remain at the center of great power relations and global power politics, nuclear

risks and nuclear temptations will persist.

Second, the bilateral arms control process between Russia and the United

States appears to be at an end. Over several Cold War decades, Moscow and

Washington built up a framework (consisting of negotiations, arms control

agreements, and associated institutions) that restrained and regulated their

nuclear relationship and provided a framework within which reductions would

occur. Today, there are no active strategic arms control negotiations between
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Russia and the United States and none are in view. Indeed, a prominent school

of thought in the United States vigorously offers the view that such arms con-

trol is a relic of the past and sees little or no role for it in US policy.

Even as bilateral arms control has disappeared from the current policy agen-

da in US-Russian relations, significant portions of the arms control edifice that

once existed have been removed from the picture. The ABM Treaty, long regard-

ed as the cornerstone of the strategic arms control regime, ceased to exist when

the United States exercised its right of unilateral withdrawal in 2002. Arguably,

the question of missile defense needed to be rethought in the post-Cold War era

and there is no reason to assume that the arguments and conclusions of the past

retain their relevance in what is by now a very different world. By the same token,

there is no reason to assume the wisdom of jettisoning the treaty at a time when

the United States is very far from being in a position to deploy meaningful missile

defenses – not least because this step occurred despite the evident displeasure of

the Russian government (President Putin described it as a mistake) and despite the

expressed consensus preference of the 2000 NPT Review Conference that the ABM

Treaty be perpetuated. The Bush Administration was very willful on this issue,

but the world by and large disagreed with its policy. The United States has paid

a substantial political price in order to gain the freedom to prematurely deploy

missile defenses that are at present almost completely ineffective.

Furthermore, one consequence of the withdrawal from the ABM Treaty was

the demise of the START II agreement signed by Presidents Bush and Yeltsin

in1993. The Russian Duma had made ratification of START II explicitly con-

ditional on the perpetuation of the ABM Treaty, which meant that the Bush

Administration’s determination to pursue missile defense in an unrestricted fash-

ion guaranteed that START II would never enter force.8 (Among other things,

START II would have eliminated multiple warhead missiles and compelled a

timetable of reductions.) Thus, two of the major components of the arms con-

trol framework that resulted from years of painstaking negotiations between

Washington and Moscow have been abandoned. Remarkably, the foundation-

al document governing the US-Russian nuclear relationship is the START I agree-

ment, which has its origins in the first term of the Reagan Administration.

The end of strategic arms control was punctuated by the signing on May 24,

2002, of the Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty. At a summit in Moscow,

Presidents Bush and Putin put their names to this brief, peculiar, and perfunc-

tory agreement (commonly known as the Moscow Treaty). In this agreement,

the parties agree to reduce strategic nuclear warheads to 1700-2200 by 2012.

However, the treaty expires on the same day – December 31, 2012 – that its

limit takes effect. The treaty provides no careful definition of that which is being
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limited. There is no provision for the elimination of warheads removed from

deployed forces. Spares, reserves, and tactical nuclear weapons are uncovered

by the treaty. There is no constraint on modernization, nor does the Moscow

Treaty impose any limits on delivery systems. There is no timetable for imple-

mentation. The treaty contains no specific verification provisions and does noth-

ing to increase the transparency of the US-Russian nuclear relationship. In its

scope and coverage, the Moscow Treaty is significantly less ambitious and less

consequential than the provisional agreed framework that emerged in 1997 at

the Helsinki Summit between Bill Clinton and Boris Yeltsin; the Moscow Treaty

was not a bold step forward but a considerable step backwards compared to

what was under consideration five years earlier.9 As one critic concluded, “This

meager agreement – which fits on less than one typeset page – hardly deserves

to be called a treaty.”10

In short, arms control is waning in the bilateral relationship that encom-

passes most of the world’s nuclear weapons. This reality would matter little if

the nuclear agenda in the US-Russian relationship were finished, if there were

no significant issues still to be addressed, if the process of shrinking and mar-

ginalizing their nuclear arsenals was largely complete, if the world found this

circumstance to be satisfactory. But such is not the case.

Third, in recent years the nonproliferation regime has been subjected to an

unusual series of stresses and challenges. A high-water mark was achieved in

1995 with the indefinite extension of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT)

but the subsequent decade has witnessed a sequence of serious blows and set-

backs for the regime. In 1998, India and Pakistan tested nuclear weapons and

explicitly proclaimed their status as nuclear weapon states. This did not repre-

sent an affront to the legal NPT regime because neither Islamabad nor Delhi had

signed the NPT; they simply exercised their legal right to acquire nuclear weapons.

However, this was the first open expansion in the number of nuclear weapon

states in several decades. It shattered the hope that there existed a powerful and

effective norm of nonproliferation. Obviously, whatever norm may be said to

exist was not sufficient to prevent the acquisition of nuclear weapons by India

and Pakistan. Furthermore, though there was criticism of the Indian and Pak-

istani tests and some countries responded by imposing some limited sanctions,

neither has suffered lasting damage to its international position as a consequence

of nuclear acquisition. On the contrary, both have subsequently (in the aftermath

of 9/11) developed special relationships with the United States. The world has

rather rapidly accommodated the emergence of two new nuclear-armed states.

The NPT regime has also been plagued by difficult and corrosive compli-

ance controversies. One has involved a still unresolved dispute over Iran’s nuclear
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activities. By its own admission, Tehran has engaged in noncompliant behavior

– notably in failing to report legitimate nuclear activities, as required by safe-

guards agreements. Iran insists that when its transgressions came to light, it

worked with the International Atomic Energy Agency to redress the situation

and to restore Iran’s good standing in the IAEA system. Others however, led

most vociferously by the United States, believe that Iran’s comprehensive devel-

opment of nuclear infrastructure and its failure to report such activities are signs

that Iran is seeking nuclear weapons. Though Tehran denies any such aspira-

tion, those convinced that Iran is pursuing nuclear weapons believe that the NPT

regime is failing to adequately address a case in which a state is not fulfilling

its legal obligations under the NPT. Those who share this conclusion doubt

the value of the NPT in coping with the most important proliferation problems.

Another compliance controversy involves the nuclear weapons program of

North Korea and represents a clear failure for the NPT system. Pyongyang’s

nuclear activities have been a source of concern since the early 1990s. Indeed,

the IAEA formally declared North Korea to be in a state of noncompliance in

1993 and its nuclear program was subject of intense diplomatic focus through-

out the 1990s. But the saga entered a dramatic new phase late in 2002. Appar-

ently prompted by a growing confrontation with the United States, the North

Koreans moved vigorously to escape the scrutiny and constraints of the IAEA

system. Pyongyang expelled IAEA inspectors, shut down IAEA cameras, and

untagged, unsealed and relocated its spent fuel rods that had been tagged, sealed,

and counted by the IAEA. It acted to resume its nuclear activities, reopening its

plutonium reprocessing facility and restarting its long-dormant nuclear reactors.

Early in 2003 North Korea announced its withdrawal from the NPT and by April

2003 it declared that it had acquired nuclear weapons. This development has

provoked dismay and criticism, but to date the international response has been

ineffectual and the NPT regime has proven incapable of coping with the sort of

challenge posed by Pyongyang. To the NPT’s growing number of critics, this case

is proof conclusive that the regime is not adequate to protect against the spread

of nuclear weapons to determined proliferators.

Reinforcing the perception that the NPT regime may be experiencing a sig-

nificant erosion was the startling revelation in 2003 of the AQ Khan network.11

Over a period of many years, Pakistan’s leading nuclear scientist and father of

Pakistan’s nuclear weapons was running a private nuclear bazaar, selling

weapons-related technologies and expertise to aspiring proliferators. This net-

work was profoundly subversive of the NPT regime, intentionally circumvent-

ing and undermining the technological barriers to proliferation erected by the

nonproliferation regime. Several states are known to have done business with
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the AQ Khan network and there are fears and suspicions that others may also

have advanced their nuclear ambitions in this way. It appears that, among other

things, nuclear weapon designs were provided by the AQ Khan network to at

least some of its clients. Very few developments in the history of the nuclear age

have been as damaging to the nonproliferation regime as the activities of the

AQ Khan network.

Even as the NPT regime is struggling to cope with one blow after the next,

there is a visible and growing disaffection and distemper on the part of many of

its adherents. Numerous non-weapons states are increasingly impatient with and

frustrated by the failure of the nuclear weapons to make tangible progress toward

fulfilling their nuclear disarmament obligations under Article VI of the NPT. Some

non-weapons states resent and are angered by efforts of nuclear suppliers (led by

the United States) to restrict the spread of dual use nuclear technologies that have

both civil and military applications; such restrictions, they insist, are in violation

of Article IV of the NPT, which confers on signatories the right to acquire nuclear

technology for peaceful purposes provided it is appropriately safeguarded. Nev-

ertheless, some in the nuclear supplier community are reluctant to facilitate the

spread of technologies that can constitute the infrastructure of a nuclear weapons

program, no matter what safeguards are put in place. Considerable ill will has

arisen in some quarters over this issue. But the discontent of the non-weapon

states is fully matched by the disillusionment with the NPT regime found in influ-

ential groups within the United States. Current US policy is shaped by a profound

skepticism about the effectiveness of the NPT. The antagonisms contained with-

in the NPT system were clearly manifest in the 2005 NPT Review Conference,

which ended in failure.

In short, across several decades the NPT system has made a significant

contribution to restraining the spread of nuclear weapons. It remains an impor-

tant – many would argue, a crucial – instrument in the global management of

the nuclear threat. But today the health of the regime is poor, its value ques-

tioned, is effectiveness doubted, its durability uncertain, it attractiveness chal-

lenged by weapon states and non-weapon states alike.12 The NPT regime is,

many believe, in a state of serious crisis.13

Fourth, there has emerged a growing fear of nuclear terrorism. Concern

about this threat arose initially in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet

Union as a result of the possibility that insecure holdings of nuclear weapons

and nuclear materials in the former Soviet Union might find their way into the

hands of terrorists.14 This issue pressed itself even more urgently on the agen-

da after the terrorist attacks in the United States on September 11, 2001. Sud-

denly it was unambiguously clear that there existed terrorist groups willing and
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even eager to mount terrible attacks and wishing to cause mass casualties.

Indeed, when Al Qaeda came under close scrutiny after 9/11, it became evi-

dent that this terrorist group had interest in nuclear, biological, and chemical

weapons as well as an explicitly declared desire to kill millions of Americans.

In combination, the existence of insecure holdings of nuclear assets and terror-

ists aiming to cause mass casualties produced a realization that here was a new

problem that represented an enormous menace. Indeed, in the US presidential

election of 2004 both candidates agreed that the risk of nuclear terrorism was

the most significant threat to American security.

The threat of nuclear terrorism can be minimized only by ensuring that all

inventories of nuclear weapons and the materials to make them are held in ade-

quate conditions of safety and security. This requires a comprehensive global

program to establish stringent standards for the safety and security of nuclear

assets and to ensure that all countries with nuclear programs meet these stan-

dards (including not only Russia’s vast nuclear holdings, which have received

considerable attention, but those of all other countries engaged in nuclear activ-

ities that involve weapons-usable material). Unfortunately, while some progress

has been made in this direction, it has been distressingly slow, halting, and incom-

plete, so that the risk of theft or illicit sale of weapons or materials remains. This

means that it is still possible to imagine circumstances in which terrorists obtain

nuclear weapons or the wherewithal to make them. Should this happen, a

nuclear terrorist attack on one or more cities becomes a distinct possibility.

Indeed, one leading expert argues that nuclear terrorism is inevitable unless com-

prehensive remedial action is taken on a time scale much more rapid than any

in evidence so far.15 Here, then, is another route to the use of nuclear weapons,

one that seems far more plausible and worrisome today than in the past. 

Fifth, cutting across many of these points is a new, more assertive set of poli-

cies by the United States.16 An influential school of thought, generally dominant

in the Bush Administration and ascendant in the US Congress, views arms

control skeptically, questions the utility and adequacy of multilateral arms con-

trol, and prefers to rely on US power rather than international regimes for

addressing emerging nonproliferation problems.17 Over recent years, the Unit-

ed States has rejected some arms control measures – such as the comprehen-

sive test ban treaty, the verification protocol of the biological weapons con-

vention, the Land Mine Treaty, as well as the international criminal court. It has

withdrawn from the ABM Treaty. It explicitly repudiated the thirteen arms con-

trol steps called for in the consensus document negotiated at the 2000 NPT

Review conference and refused to countenance discussion of the thirteen steps

at the 2005 Review conference. Simultaneously, the United States is exploring
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new nuclear weapons designs, investing in its infrastructure for nuclear test-

ing, and has promulgated a long-term program of nuclear modernization – all

in the name of reinforcing nuclear deterrence. 

In the decades since the end of World War II, the United States has general-

ly played an important global leadership role in promoting arms control, inter-

national law, and international institutions. Now Washington seems to have

turned its back on that legacy, preferring freedom of action and self reliance to

treaties and regimes, preferring to dismiss or dismantle rather than build and

promote the framework of agreements and management mechanisms that have

shaped the global nuclear order and – many believe – helped to tame its dan-

gers. The Bush Administration judges that this diplomatic legacy is either unsuc-

cessful or irrelevant or inadequate to cope with present challenges. It offers

instead an approach, rooted in American power, that it believes is both neces-

sary given the threats that now exist in this post-9/11 world and superior to

what it regards as the insufficiently effective approaches of the past. Rather, to

address nuclear threats, the United States will deploy defenses to thwart attack-

ers, it will (under the Proliferation Security Initiative) interdict illicit shipments

whenever and wherever they are suspected, it will seek to identify and punish

those who do business with aspiring proliferators,18 and it will seek to isolate,

ostracize, and penalize those hostile states seeking weapons of mass destruction.

In its most controversial policy, the Bush Administration has proclaimed the

right and the intention to use force against proliferators it deems sufficiently

threatening. Eliminating such regimes, it is argued, is truly the most effective

nonproliferation policy – indeed, some would argue this is the only truly effec-

tive nonproliferation policy.19 This doctrine of preventive force led, of course,

directly to the war in Iraq. Many around the world criticized and opposed the

war as unnecessary and illegal, but to the Bush Administration and those who

supported it the intervention represented a rare instance in which the nonpro-

liferation regime was actually effectively enforced and UN resolutions were actu-

ally given teeth. As one supporter put it, the Iraq war is “the most important

arms control action in 50 years.”20 Or is it, as UN Secretary General Kofi Annan

has suggested, a lawless act likely to provoke proliferation by those most fear-

ful of Washington’s wrath?

While the Bush Administration’s more controversial policies will inevitably

provoke division and disagreement, there is much in Washington’s current array

of nonproliferation policies that is sensible and indeed completely compatible

with existing and potential arms control frameworks. Finding ways of more

effectively preventing the spread of nuclear weapons and enforcing arms con-

trol agreements should command wide support – perhaps especially among those
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who believe that arms control represents a valuable tool of statecraft. Instead,

Washington’s new directions inspire deep unease. Even the Bush Administra-

tion’s constructive steps are viewed in the context of its openly articulated dis-

dain for arms control, its disregard for international law, its refusal to accept

constraints on its own behavior, and its professed willingness to act unilateral-

ly and to use force whenever it feels a need to do so. Viewed in this wider con-

text, Bush’s policies – even their most uncontroversial and worth-

while elements – seem part of an effort to downgrade or supplant

arms control and international cooperation rather than a genuinely

serious attempt to make existing regimes better and more effective. 

Hence, as it seems to much of the world, we head off into the next

sixty years of the nuclear age with the most powerful and influential

state displaying wholly different and unfamiliar impulses, reversing

patterns of behavior half a century in the making, charging into an

uncharted future. The Bush Administration is confident that its

approach will bring peace and security in its wake. Many others fear

that the frameworks and mechanisms built up over half a century are

now being jeopardized, that the instruments that contributed to safe

passage though decades of nuclear danger are being undermined or

cast aside, that the imperfect but adequate approaches of the past are being

superceded by a very different approach that rests ultimately on unproven claims

about the efficacy of American power. Perhaps the Bush Administration will be

proven correct; this is a hypothesis that is now being tested. But those who do

not share the Bush Administration’s confidence that this will be the case are dis-

mayed at the uncertainties and dangers that may lie ahead, at the unfamiliar and

potentially distressing nuclear age we are in the midst of creating. As Graham

Allison has written, “Sixty years after Hiroshima…, the regime is falling apart

and the threat lingers on.”21

When the Cold War ended fifteen years ago, there were high hopes that a

new and better world would now be possible – a world in which the danger-

ous nuclear rivalry receded into history and nuclear weapons were relegated

to the margins of world politics. With the revolutionary transformation after

1991 in relations between Washington and Moscow – from bitter rivals to friend-

ly occasional collaborators – it seemed as if there would be much greater scope

for progress in arms control, much less need for nuclear weapons, and much

greater prospect for building international institutions and a more cooperative

international order.22 With the passage of fifteen years, we can see that these

hopes have been almost completely disappointed.23 Nuclear weapons have

not been marginalized but remain prominently enshrined in the security poli-
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cies of nuclear-armed states. The bilateral arms control process that has gov-

erned the overwhelming majority of the thousands of nuclear weapons on this

planet has waned, with past agreements undone and future agreements unsought.

Multilateral arms control appears to be in a condition of indefinite dead stop,

with little prospect for meaningful progress in any context. The nonprolifera-

tion regime is under unprecedented assault, beset by so far intractable problems,

with many states asserting its inadequacy and few displaying the political will

and substantive wisdom to salvage and strengthen it. The rise of the nuclear ter-

rorism threat has added a new peril to the scene and has raised the challenge

of dealing with substate actors who are not constrained by existing institutions.

And these unsettling realities are compounded by the fact that the United States,

formerly the great patron of arms control and international institutions, has dra-

matically changed course and now appears indifferent to or hostile toward many

of the international arrangements it was centrally involved in creating.

Humankind has survived sixty years without nuclear disaster, but this is no guar-

antee that the nuclear future will be managed wisely or effectively. The present

turbulent state of the global nuclear order, the potential breakdown of existing

restraint regimes, the possible spread of nuclear weapons to many other states,

and the continuing centrality of nuclear weapons in the war plans of multiple

states all highlight the extreme pertinence of the grave warning issued by the

Russell-Einstein manifesto. The possible breakdown of that order brings us face

to face with risks of the highest order. Anyone who doubts this should visit the

Hiroshima Atomic Museum.

Conclusion

Bertrand Russell understood immediately the portentous implications of the

nuclear weapon. When, in August 1945, he learned of the atomic bombing of

Hiroshima, he sat down and wrote yet another remarkable essay, under the title

“The Bomb and Civilization.”24 He offered a powerful response to the awful

reality of what had happened in Hiroshima. “It is impossible,” he wrote in his

opening sentence, “to imagine a more dramatic and horrifying combination of

scientific triumph with political and moral failure than has been shown to the

world in the destruction of Hiroshima.” But his deeper concern was with the

broader and enduring implications of what had just happened on a beautiful

clear morning in Japan. Russell was filled with foreboding:

“The prospect for the human race is somber beyond all precedent. Mankind

is faced with a clear-cut alternative: either we shall all perish, or we shall have

to acquire some slight degree of common sense. A great deal of new political

thinking will be necessary if utter disaster is to be averted.”
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Even in the first hours of the nuclear age, Russell arrived at the conclusion

that represented his own judgment about what sort of new political thinking

was necessary to survive the nuclear age, the conclusion to which he clung to

the very end of a very long life. In an exact foreshadowing of the Russell-Ein-

stein manifesto, he wrote, “Either war or civilization must end….”

What Russell instantly grasped, and never lost, was a comprehension of

the fact that vast and irreducible dangers inhere in the mere existence of nuclear

weapons. This same realization lies at the heart of the Russell-Einstein mani-

festo. Though the world has grown accustomed to life in the nuclear age and

complacent about its risks, these dangers never go away. Indeed, as defense intel-

lectual Fred Ikle reiterates in an article written almost exactly sixty years after

Russell’s 1945 essay, nuclear weapons raise “profoundly serious problems that

dominate the nuclear age, casting a dark shadow far into the future.” The fun-

damental problem, Ikle warns, is that nuclear weapons might someday again be

used, with incalculable consequences:

“We have become habituated to – indeed utterly dependent on – a world

order predicated on the non-use of nuclear weapons. This order might end

abruptly. It would be a unique revolution in military affairs if the most power-

ful weapons in the arsenals of many nations were never used….The paroxysm

after 9/11 would be a hiccup compared to the reaction the morning after one or

more nuclear bombs caused massive devastation.”

But there is no easy escape from this risk. As Ikle laments, “We know how

we entered the nuclear age. We do not know how to exit from it.”25 Thus do

Russell’s instant insights reverberate across the decades, losing none of their

force or relevance.

The Russell-Einstein Manifesto was a historic and memorable clarion call,

not as a guide to action but as a vivid and powerful statement of the dangers

that exist and the outcomes that must be avoided in the nuclear age. The nuclear

order that emerged after 1955 was far from that envisioned by the crafters of

the manifesto. Nevertheless, it sufficed to avoid the nightmare feared by the sign-

ers of the Manifesto and contained many innovative and constructive elements.

We have survived six decades of the nuclear age by creating a global nuclear

order that contained instruments of restraint, regulatory mechanisms, imple-

menting institutions, and frameworks for dialogue across hostile divides. Now

important elements of that order are being questioned, doubted, criticized,

defied, or abandoned. The inescapable perils of the nuclear age persist, some

new dangers have arisen, but the evolved system for limiting nuclear risks and

avoiding nuclear dangers seems weakened and eroding. Thus, though some com-

fort can be drawn from the record of six decades since the use of two atomic
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bombs in 1945, there is no reason to be complacent about the future. Manag-

ing the coming nuclear age is sure to be at least as taxing of human reason and

ingenuity as were past decades –and the dangers will be possibly even greater.

Viewed in the light of five decades of subsequent experience, the Russell-Ein-

stein Manifesto appears to have been off-target, combining an overstated sense

of the immediate dangers with an unreachable visionary prescription. And yet

its message endures and resonates with present concerns, perhaps because at

some elemental level it captures an essential truth: nuclear weapons do pose

an unprecedented challenge to mankind and require eternal vigilance if disaster

beyond imagining is to be averted. The real focus should be not on the subse-

quent fifty years safely (if dangerously) traversed, but on the eternity to come

in which the nuclear affairs of the planet must be managed without misstep by

imperfect and occasionally irrational human beings in a world plagued by

conflict and violence. As Bertrand Russell wrote which characteristic vividness

in his memorable last essay, nuclear peace must hold “throughout future ages,

until the sun grows cold.”
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